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THE CHANTICLEER 
Vd. 2 0 4 0 . 7  , Jacksonville State University , Tuesday, October 10, 1978 * 
on the tbreegtory addith to practice cabid& as well as a 1 practice area 
win& yhicb is caeting an for the band axid classroonls. ted com#letion 
dd apgmxhately 21 imlivid~& date for the pmject, is late 1979. 
Campus construction continues 
By SABRINA DAVIS with a remeable  thrust teach courses in acting, be &@& 
h a  new buildings are &tge, ,This means that h e  directing, stage lighting, and SIistor~ departments 
being constructed Oh stage be gexible. There stage craft and other drama el-m and of[iee 
J a f k s o n v i l l e  S t a t e  dI & be an artist's pit murses. space planned to ac- 
WTdQ  PUS- These with complete hCk-~tage L T , , , ~  i, +I,, -wfnrmsanm (See CONSTRUCTION. 
Ruckus hospitalizes one 
By MAURICE BOWLES 
News Editor 
Damdl IMerts, a student 
d the wihwsity lsas un- 
dergone surgery as  the 
result d injuries received in 
an altarcation between 
several members of Alpha 
Tau Omega Fraternity and 
~~ baseball players. 
The incident occurred 
Saturday, Sept. 30, after the 
football game. 
Accou~ts of the incident 
conflict, but the trouble 
apparently started when the 
group of persons Roberts 
was wifh, either tripped inb, 
or intentionally damaged, 
the volleyball net on the 
grounds of the fraternity 
house. 
Members of the fraternity 
daim that the individuals 
with Roberts were heavily 
intoxicated. The fraternity 
was conducting a closed 
party. 
Several brothers of the 
fraternity then confronted 
the group with this, and the 
group began to leave. 
According to one £ra€er- 
dty member, they were 
"getting along on friendly 
tams." 
Roberts, and those with 
him, got in the car and 
started to leave. But one of 
the fraternity brothers asked 
them toget out of the car. 
&gwgensued* Members 
of the fraternity charge that 
Roberts made repeated 
obsenities directed to them. After the indent  he was 
At this time, a pletl$e of the taken to Jacksonvil.le 
fraternity allegedly swung . mpital where he was later' 
and hit Roberts on Ule transferred to Northeast 
Regional M e d i d  Center in' 
temple. After this, one of tbe 
fraternity brothers picked Anniston. On Wednesday he 
Roberts up and held him, Mas transferred to 
More arguing ensued. The Stringfellow. Thvrsday hf 
pledge then apparently underwent surgery for an; 
swung and hit another eye muscle apparently: 
member of Robeits' -up. trapped under a bone," 
At this point a large fight causing double vision. The 
broke out involving persons surgery lasted ap-1 
an both sides. proximately six hours and,* 
according to Roberts' fatker, : '
Roberts remembers little was successful. 4 ','. 
of the events immediately '. : 
preceding or immediately Law e n f o r c e m e n t :  
a e r  the event but has no authorities were not notified : 
idea who or what hit him. He Of the incident. At peese94. 
thinks he was hit twice, on legal adon  is king taken : 
each side of the head. by either party. ' a  
. *  
Student competes nationally IZI 
By ROSEMARY HOBBS 
Sam Pierson, a member of 
Delta Tau Delta Fraternity 
& a hfth year student d 
3ax Stafp:, wil l  l ave  for 
RWama, Calif., Oct. 13 to 
debend lib U. 5. title arm 
wrestling champion. 
Sam began his career in 
March of 1977, when he 
altered an arm wrestling 
tournament held in Bir- 
mingham, his home town. 
lhis win was the first of 
many steps which led ta the 
d e s s  list of titles which he 
now holds, not only in arm 
wrestling but also in wrist 
wrestling. 
In arm wrestling, Sam 
h o l ~ m h ~ e s a s s e d i n  
the U. S. 180 lb. class, while 
he only weighs 152; hfth in 
the world 180 lb. c k ,  
=and in open d i ~ ~  left 
handed class and also a 
world team champion 
(featherweight class. ) 
His list of wrist wrestling 
titles are just as impressive. 
He's boq the Southeastern 
and Southwestern U. S. 
champion, nor theas t  
Alabama champ, Greek 
Week champian and second 
in the nation. 
Just like any other athlete, 
Samkastotraininorderto 
compete effectively. His 
training sehedule consists of 
doing 100 push-ups and 500- 
100 Ib. arm curls in addition 
to r u d n g  10 miles a day. 
These exercises help to 
strengthen his tendons which. 
he -Wed are the most 
important factors leading to 
success in arm wrestling. 
As  of now and for histrip to 
California, Sam is being 
sponsored by the Army 
Reserves, but he has yet to 
get a sponsor for the world 
championships which will be 
held in India in November. 
plans vkit I 
Dean John D. 
dean of Drake 
JSU campus on l&ur 
Oct. 12. He will be 
to c!oumel pre4aw 
from 11-12 and 1 
conference room, 
Student Commons 
on this date. Dean Sca 
- I -- 
& d a ~ i g - h t . ~  ~ e n ~ r  Gi.k e  m a  de+t- 
b-d M d  Hall. m a t  facilities also include a 
Work began on the Fine dressing room, castume shop 
Spectator problems ansmg at lootball games 
MS Building in the early and feilities for instruction 6 '  
part of the summer. When and drama performance. 
Wsbd, the auditorium in m e  building will not only 
Ws Building will seat about b v e  the theater for shows 
people. It will have a but also will house work shop 
fYgiimium arch-type stage type claSsrooms in which to 
Bomb threat at M e d  
Classes were evacuated 
Bha general confusion oc- 
Cared last Thursday 
rnMning in Memill Hall as 
the result of an anonymous 
bomb Weat on the building. 
achele Wahl was the 
s+ikhbaard operator wbcr 
~ M v e d  the call. "He just 
said. 'There's a bomb- 
sercond floor MemU Hall,' 
ahd hung up," she said. She 
faid the other switchboard 
-ator then notified the 
Campus poke and Merrill 
m. 
Am Pack, a secretary for 
Dr. Shuford, who is in charge 
d the building, recalls hat 
by the time she received the 
call the campus police had 
already arrived. AU classes 
were evacuated for about 15 
minutes. Di. Shuford and the 
campus police dducted a 
search. 
Two professors were 
giving a test at the time of 
the call, which was about 
-.. -.. 
lU:3U. 
It is the second threat in 
less than three weeks 
A spokesman for the police 
said more threats would 
probably follow 
"because we evacu-ated this 
time." Then he added, "It's 
fall  and the nuts are coming 
During the Jacksonville - 
SLU game on Sept. 30 there 
were a number of incidents 
and rumors of rowdy 
behavior reported including 
the throwing of rob of tissue 
on to the field, bottle 
throwing contests, and 
disorderly behavior among 
some students in the stands 
as well as a good number of 
beer and whhkey containers 
littering the bleachers and 
walkaways and ramps. 
In response to rumors 
about bottle throwing and 
b e  consumption of alcoholic 
drinks during the last two 
home games, campus police 
(;hid James Murray replied, 
"mere was a complaint 
about a beer bottle being 
thrown f r m  the south side cit 
the stadim and landing on 
top of a car. The man who 
owned the car stated that he 
could identify the person to 
both the Jadrsonville mlice 
and the campus police according to our instructions 
force." m e  visitor ac- fmm the administration." 
ampaniedthe policeinto the He explained that as every 
stands where he believed the seat is usudY filled in the 
bottle was dropped, but student and general ad- 
couId not make an iden- mission section it is hard for 
tification so there was no the police to adequately 
warrant or arrest made out patrol the area. 
CWef Murray said. "We Athletic department head, 
could not arrest anyone Jeny a l e  says, in regard to 
because he could not e n  littering, "If you have 
warrant for the people concessions yeu should 
there," the chief said. "We arpect littering. Tbe only 
apologized for the incident time we were really con- 
but explained that because d cerned about is cleaning up 
the dense crowd we could not between the high school 
be everywhere at  once. g ~ m e s  on Friday and the 
Fortuhately the damage was college games on Saturday- 
minimal." maintenance has placed 
When Qlief Murray was cans under the bleachers but 
asked about the usage of is at times inconvenient to 
liquor and beer by the tbe Spe~tators to use. The 
;spectators he answered, "If litter is part of the scene of 
we see any bottles we will tbe game." 
con£iscate them and will He added that the drinking 
remove any rowdy, in- of beer and other hard 
toxicated person. Coolers beverages is not condoned at 
are prohibited in fhe stadium the games whether they be 
football, basketball or been a series of minor in- gets a of being a 
baseball. "We would cidents and that there will be good host to visiting teams 
discourage," explained Mr. a discussion wi€h the SGA to and students; we want 
Cole, "drinking at  any curb future occurjlnces pLPventmYbehaviar *hidJ 
athletic event, especially it it before a real problem starts, could reflect negatively 
becomes excessive or is a ihe students and tAia 
nuisance." "We aren't alarmed by hvemity. we haven't h a  
an-," he said, 
"but any major incidents but 
He that d*g the we'd ULe to avoid incidents. m e  to pnvent 
last tao gmS thee hve We need to ensure our rhml  possible." 
Fellowships now available 
Inquiries about the Ricans in this fellowship not exceed $2,500 for 
Danf o r t h  G r a d u a t e  pmgram has been fellows, and fw mmCs3d 
Fellowships, to be awarded &matically increased. fellows with no chilwa. 
by the ~ ~ ~ f ~ f i  Foun&tion The Danfortk Graduate Fellows who are married, w 
of st. buis, MO., in April Fellowship is a one-year are "head of household", 
1979, are invited, award but is normally with one child, receive 4: 
to the local campus renewable until camplefion $3,500. are depep 
Men smith, of the advanced degree or for dmcy allowances for ad- 
Dean of the College of a maximum of four years of ditional children. " 
Humanities and Social graduate study. Fellowship ffA.lowship a]so COWIS 
Sciences, 224 C Ayers Hall. stipends are based on in- and fees up to $4,000 qn,. 
The fellowships are open to dividual need, but they will m y -  
.b 
make an average of qualified persons, the m s  mw a m e m h  d t h  JSU 
 or tho%&: 
The Faculty Wives Club at Jacksonville State staff. Officers for the orgaukation for thhr year are, from 25. mnnber *lacks, Mexican - needing he41 identifying bimL the .lure. can be fo&:* University sponsor several social and charitable events I&: Lynne smith, president; Sally Smith, vice-president; According to Mr. Jones, Am e r i C a n  s , N a t i v e ,mewbere in the paper. 
during the academic year which includes both faculty and C k i s  King, secretary and Marilyn Sanford, treasurer. (See ACT, Page 2) h e r i c a n s  and Puerto , 
* . h* 
Dr. Fred Gant 
t 
Student A CS 
makes year's plans 
- -  The Student Affiliate of the meeting officer elections 
'American Chemical Society were held and ~ l a n s  for the 
'at JSU is a group of students new year discked. At the 
- - 
Interested any of the (See CHEMICAL, Page 6) 
'kveral major fields of 
Natural Science (Chemistry, ' 
Biology, Physics, Medicine, 
etc. ) Members do not have to Library offers 
bemajors in the fields listed. . 
~enef i ts  of membership 
include: 1) Chance to meet 
faculty and fellow 
classmates in related fields, 
2) Opportunity for leader 
development, 3) Develop- 
ment of career potential by 
i n t r o d u c t i o n  t o  
professionals that hold 
positions in related fields, 4) 
Betterment of personal 
"?~ducational process, and 
.:much more: 
! Several special projects 
:and activities are planned 
zfcw upcoming year, these 
:include: 1) Educational 3w V ~ O  be 
L: 
more books 
By KATHY KEY 
Since the beginning of 
school the seventh floor of 
the Houston Cole Library has 
received more than a hun- 
dred books, most of which 
are fiction, such as literary 
qriticisms and biographies of 
writers. 
When asked about novels, 
Mrs. Eleanor Haywood 
replied, "Although we do get 
some of the best sellers, 
novels are the least im- 
poptWtbookS 6~ the sev& "' 
flrrcur-9- - * "  - ' " 't 
THE CHANTICLIEER 
Gan t proud of Health Career CornmitteT' &tober lo' * 
By LEN FITE 
A small jovial man relaxed in a chak in Martin Hall and 
said, "My favorite course is physical chemistry which 
involves a lot of math, so naturally I like to work out 
problems." On this person's desk in his office were books, 
papers, and an MG owner's handbook. The man in the 
story is Dr. Fred Gant who has many interests outside as 
well as in the laboratory. Dr. Gant is presently the advisor 
of the Health Careers Club and the JSU student affiliate of 
the American Chemical Society, as well as chairman of 
the Health Career Committee. He is also the state chair of 
the Alabama chapter of the American Chemical Society 
and presides over the monthly meetings which are usually 
held in Birmingham. 
"I grew up in Walker County, Alabama," recalls Dr. 
Gant. "I went to Walker County High School and went to 
Walker Junior College for a time. Then I went to Sanford 
assistants were not paid very much then. "At that time," 
Dr. Gant remembered, "I was making $50 a month, which 
was the highest that had ever been made by a student aide 
at Tuscaloosa. That was in 1965-66." 
After he graduated with his final degree he became a 
research chemist with Swift and Company in Atlanta for a 
year; then he worked in the U. S. Bureau of Mines in its 
fuel and explosives laboratory for two yebs, 
After teaching for a year at Mobile College he came to 
Jacksonville in the fall of 1968. "I didn't know much about 
Jacksonville, but a friend had told me that they wanted 
someone to teach chemistry. He had been offered the job 
which he decided to decline, but was impressed by the 
situation and asked me to take the interview. At that time 
Martin Hall was still under construction, so I taught in the 
old science building, Ayers Hall, for a semester," he 
remembers. 
for a year." 
He transferred from Sanford to the University of HE FEELS THAT he had a great opportunity in helping 
Alabama, T d o o s a  where he got his Bachelor's degree, to almost start a wholly new department and to work with 
his Master's, and his PhD. During this time he changed incoming new faculty. "At that fjme there was a PhD in 
his interest from accounting to chemistry. '"he courses crganic chemistry, a PhD in analytical chemistty, a PhD 
in accounting were so detailed," she said, "that when I ininorganic, and Dr. Poore was f i i  b get his doctorate 
took freshman chemistry it challengedme so that it really for biochemistry. As I had a degree in physical chemistry 
interested me. I had to work through school, paid all my we had a doctorate in ever$ basic field here; when you've 
bills myself, and had many different kinds of jobs." He gotlan opportunity to fit in like a plug it was evident that 
went to graduate school Fcause he felt that he didn't ~ v e  would be a good department and turn out some well- 
knowenoughaboutchemistrytoactively andcompetently trained chemists, and that's what we've done." He 
seek employment. "At that time you had to go through the mentioned that the JSU Cheqktry Department has 
Master's program; instead of going straight into your Ph- placed {graduate students at the University of North 
D work as you can do today," he explained. Dakota, University of Louisville, and South Carolina 
University, as well as Georgia Tech, Georgia State, 
"IN GRADUATE SCHOOL my projeCt was a copper Auburn and Alabama. "One of our first students went on 
blockdrop calometer. It was to be used to test material for for his master's at Georgia State, his PhD at Georgia 
dructural failures due to changes in crystalline structure. Tech, his first post-doctorate at the University of Southern 
We got a grant from NASA to improve the apparatus," he California and is now at the Bragg Institute in England. In 
says. The money came in handy because graduate that regard he has been very successful,"he added. 
Reactions to Camp 
David meeting mixed 
By EGIL NORDSJO 
When several students 
were asked about how they 
felt about the Camp David 
Summit meeting, their 
answers reflected these 
attitudes. 
David Easuw, a junior and 
a ~eogtaphy' major says, 
"It's good that the U. S. 
major, said, "'Ihey did some 
good work at Camp David. I 
think it was long needed. I 
hope the things they ac- 
complished will last. 
Bill Nmis from Selma, a 
senior Law Enforcement 
major, feels, "It's good that 
Resident Carter with his 
wisdom and influence and 
the influence of the 
government of the USA can 
have an effect on other 
oountries with f the future 
goal of obtaining better civil 
rights and peace." 
Byron York from Bir- 
mingham, a senior English 
major, remarked, "I'm very 
(See SUMMIT, Page 6) 
could -be instrumental in 
such an endeavor. Jimmy 
Carter's popularity will 
surely rise as a result of this, T u ~ o & ~  available 
but what remains to be seen 
is the actual usefulness and 
effectiveness that these 
agreements will have when 
they are taken to the test." 
Mike Palmer, sophomore, 
oornrnents, "It's good that 
they have a movement in the 
direction of peace, but I don't 
see vvh y Israel*made most of ' 
*w ..-"am;rma .-%.A +La 
By JUrud ALLAN 
B you have trouble keeping with h a t  is going on in 
dass or feel that high school didn't prepare you well 
enough for the courses you are taking, you will be glad to 
know that help is available for you. 
Many times students need help, but are too proud to ask 
for it. Otheftdoa't &re to goor whom to see about 
'@attindhnln WirW- !zfz w w-I rdaems vr& can nn 
One of the projects that &.'fiant is currently involved 
with is the Health Careers Committee. "The Health 
Careers Committee," he explained, "was organized to 
he$ those students in the premed program, those not in 
either the nursing program or the medical technology 
program, get prepared to enter medical schools. The 
oomrnittee is made up of nine members from various 
disciplines who try to insure that our prehealth people 
b v e  the prerequisites necessary to be accepted in their 
medical schools. Until its foundation almost a year ago 
our students were pretty much left on their own and many 
did not do so well. Last year, however, three full-time 
students applied and two former students also did so. Two 
of the five were admitted. Of two applied students in 
dentistry, one was accepted; one woman student applied 
for veterinary school and she was accepted, and so for an 
existence of only one year we have had much success." 
DR. GANT LIVES in Anniston and has a wife and two 
(See GANT, Page 6) 
(Continued From Page 1) 
commoaate faculty mem 
bers. ' The building is 
scheduled for completion by 
fall semester 1979, according 
to Dr. Wayne Claeren, acting 
head of the Drama depart- 
ment. 
Construction began on the 
annex to the Music Depart- 
ment during May of 1978. It 
is estimated that the ex- 
pansions will cost about 
three quarters of a million 
dollars. The plans include 
adding !4 classrooms on 
each floop. Special attention 
is being $given to the sound 
pmofing of the rooms. 
Dr. &hn Finky, depart- 
ment .chairman of Music, 
explained that for the f is t  
time there will be facilities to 
house the band and offer 
storage for all equipment. 
-- - .- 
~:members and guests. Mrs. Haywood added that going to be as easy as h e  another place that might be just what you are looking for. $ Meetings are held Thur- in writing term papers Americans think it's going to It is called the Center For Individualized ~n~tntction, or 
tsda afternoons at 4 : 30 students can always come to be. This is going to take time simply the harning Center. 
: every two weeks in mom 112 the seventh floor, of the and we want to keep our Dr. Charles ~ e r b i t z  isthe director of the'centeswhich is 
Habits'strange. . . 
*;Mark Hall. There have library, and she can help sovereignty over the land." located in the basement of Ramona wood  all. 'he 
:already been two meetings compile bibliographies for James Pentacost from function of the harning Center is to a p p *  in- 
'this year. At the first PapMs. &&den, a freshman Math dividualized instruction. According to Dr. Merbitz, "The 
center uses new kinds of instructional technology." BY EGIL NORDSJO, SWEDEN Another thing is about the food that you I have been in the USA for nearly a eat here. I have a hard time getting used 
'Ibere are three mab taught at the he month now. I come from Sweden and I to it. ~t seems to me that you * 101-Academic -' LS 1°, h e  in the International HOW. I am kerything you eat in 03; 1 feel fat after Reinforcing Communication Skills, and LS 110- Bd.g to arite a liae abwt thiags that just being here for a mmh. For Reinforcing Quantitative Skills. have amazed me since I arrived. example, in my country we always eat * lo' is a One hGlr cou19e. It to teach The fkst thhg I noticed was how k y  boiled potatoes for the meal. You eat better study so that stdents can do in Other YOU -cans must be. YOU use thee  b n *  fries and chips. ~r- ,  grease. 
courses- is recommended who wtrodrbking cars whereever you go. And talking about food; What would you 
a lot and wantsto l- how to Even if it's just a matter of a couple of poor people do without h a m b q m ,  hot 
work faster and more efficiently. 
a hundred yards, you prefer to take the car dogs and Coke? I can't iplagine. The Learning Center contains a Reading Lab, which is fhan to by or A good thing about you Americans mbyMlssC.mluline.Any by using a bicycle. A s  a matter d fact, I (there are some) is that you are va). 
r 
to have his reading assessed' lhis assessment have hardly seen a bicycle since 1 m. polite. You use the wo* ex- me, 
show which areas help is needed in. You can't use it anyway, because you etc., very often. That's nice. In fact you LS 105-Reinforcing Communication Skills is taught by have drivei. evmingg use them so often that sometimes I Mr. Bob Ctotfelt=. It is designed to teach students the First you  veto the bank and wonder if you rally mean it. 
n- for written It get some money; then you go on to tbc These things that I have mentimed are d k g  &', which is h - b y  &vei. m ~ e ;  and after that yoq couple of thlogs mat 1 V v e  he I Mulraine. 
with a drive-in hamburger. When you came. There's nmmg wrong with them; * ll(LRewmcN - Y ~ *  is Dwt by 
m e  home, yrm drive in to a e  drivein it's just that I k n o t  ~d to them. 1 b e  =. is intended to - 
automatic garage. (I wonder how you a c e  to you; go to E W ~  m-, lhin is a ptepara(ny 'Or - "" is mnsge to go h m  the garage-into the and you will see what I mean. I bop you taught by Mrs. Mildred Johnson. 
Any of these are recommended if y w  self-pace 4too bed. ) We probably will soon have drive-in will like it, because I like it here. 
slow. One thing tbat helps students a great deal is the way dasses, too. 
the tests are given. Personnel in the h w n h g  Center try ' 
to give many small tests instead of two aa three big ones. 
After a student t&es a test, so-e wiH meet with him 
immediately and discusses it. The student h d s  out what 
he made right then, instead ofhaving to wait a few days or 
a It week is a to v e q  find personal, O U ~  the private, score. and fast way of tutoring. Selecting Selecting a major ajor is portant now is this is 
" BRXANPRATEX 9Rious business and should you're planning on doing far By 1981, the Learning Center hopes to have at least 12 HOW d you, upon 
courses to offer. the junior oh senior take at least a little time. the rest of your life- 
level in will decide  hat you need to do is to get To find the answers, : 
w t  the field of a d y  you*re with your academic advisor asking the quatiom has to 
Guess Who on page 1 ' in is not for you? d talk about what your dart ROW so that when you After taEng so many hours, interests are and the dif- branch off into that o m  
is Dr. David W&m, you decide that "it is too ferent fields they may cover. ParticUk field, you will be ' 
dimtor of the Sou- hard continue. 1% lo& Ask all the questions Prepared. interest, it'snot what I really "ecessary and be m e  to 
wanted, or it's not what I unde*d the answers. 
thought it would like." h k  the over. 
&w did go about You decide on Your 
ACT 
AmNTrOM- 
selecting your major? md ma]or, be sure to read over (ce~~tinued From Page 1) 
The Chanticleer is starting a you fust pick one of the all the courses required in it 
subjects you really enjoyed and understand just what 'The ACT test is one of the 
new classified ads section in high -1, or "decided each one entails. Do it now; best academic indications, b 
all my are don't wait; be planning and fl upgrade we, 
next week. Turn your Kee majdring in this I .should, ahead. education throughout the !swift Premium Canned too.w were you pu&ed-h a within four years (barring state." ads in to the Chanticleer . % certain direction by an some dilemna ) The new shte requirement 
&side force (mother and y a  will be out looking for a affect Va). few h&pg O&ce ,4th Floor, SCB. , dad)? & did you how all ~b in the profession You in education here because 3 Ib. along just what you chose to study in college- the vast maprityhaveuen 
t going to study? What makes this so im- the Am already. -. 
mesday, October 10, 1918 
Dr. Reuben B. Boozer 
approach to 
Dr. Reuben B. Boozer is 
mw the Dean of the College 
of Science and Mathematics 
in the recent restructuring of 
the academic program here 
at JSU. He was originally the 
Dean of the College of M s  
and Sciences, a com- 
paratively larger body made 
up of many departments and 
a majority of the teachers. 
Although Dr. Boozer had 
mixed emotions about the 
change, he feels his ef- 
fectiveness is much greater 
mw, an advantage of the 
changed conditions since he 
mw has a reduced work 
load. 
The strengths of the 
College of Science and 
Mathematics are based on 
the establishing of strong 
departmental control, says 
Dr. Boozer. He believes that 
harmony is the strength d 
support and that the faculty 
of the College of Wince and 
Mathematics has a great 
&a1 of harmony in their 
working relationships. He 
also believes that the 
strength of the teachers lies 
THE 
serious 
research 
in their commitment and 
feels that his teachers are 
committed to good 
dassroom teaching. 
In the growth and 
development of the College, 
R. m e r  would like to see 
the .addition of more u p  
dated, modern programs 
and a change to a '  more 
serious approach to 
r e k r c h .  He wants to pick 
up more grant support for 
the research and feels the 
faculty has the expertise, but 
needs better equipment. 
Jacksonville is where Dr. 
Boozer was born and raised. 
He graduated from JSU. He 
did some undergraduate 
work at  Birmingham- 
Southern and at Auburn 
received his master's from, 
George Peabody in Nash- 
ville, and his doctorate from 
Auburn. Dr. Boozer is 
married and has four sons. 
Two are graduates of 
J a c k s o n v i l l e  S t a t e  
University and one is now a 
sophomore here. His 
youngest attends Williams 
Junior High School. 
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Study hints. . . 
By JOAN BLACKWELL 
Jacksonville State University had 522 students out of the 
approximately 6,600 enrolled to achieve academic ex- 
cellence for the 1978 spring semester. This means they 
had a 2.5 average or above. There were 133 students with a 
3.0 (all "A") average-Threehundred eightyaine students 
had an average between 2.5 and 2.9. 
When asked about her study habits, one senior nursing 
student said that she took only 12 hours. "But in nursing 
that's a full load," she explained. She studied a p  
proximately two hours a day on week days. 
Ciridy Braden, a music student, took 18 hours spring 
semester. She says, "In music it's mostly practicing 
rather than studying. I studied an average of two hours a 
night. Imostly had to cram in my other courses, because I 
jwt didn't have time." 
A second-semester freshman last spring, Patty John- 
son, took a 16 hour course load. "Generally, I would put off 
studying until the last couple of days. Those last two days 
I would often be up at 2 a,m. studying. The last few 
minutes before a test were reserved for prayer." 
She continued, "Some subjects, such as math and IM, I 
didn't really study-just reviewed my notes. "ACTS" (the 
BCM drama group) practiced two to three times a week. 
My study habits had to be worked around that. As a rule, 
weekends were off limits+~o studying. " 
To make good grades, studying regularly seems to be 
Ule best formula. I 
CDCS comments 
By PAUL M E R R U  
There are times when we 
; dm't realize what's going on 
: right around us. Do you, for 
: example, know the name of 
f the person that sits behind 
2 you in Eh 101? (I'm not 
picking on freshmen. I just 
*: used Eh 101 as an example. 
5 I'm talking about any class.) 
I Have you by any chance j k n  going to e k e s  for six 
t 
weeks and still don't know 
your teacher's name? You 
won't believe the students I 
talk to that den't know their 
teacher's name. Most can 
describe him or her, but 
have never taken the trouble 
to find out what to call them 
if the opportunity ever 
arises. 
One reason for a person's 
not knowing things like this 
and others that I wil l  men- 
tion is that they don't really 
take the time to ask, or read, 
ar explore. They are so busy 
with their studies (I'm not 
knocking studies) ar social 
events (I'm not against these 
either) that they often don't 
take the time to find out 
what's going on. Almost all 
of the school activities ate 
covered by the Chanticleer. 
Chances are there's little 
excuse in your not knowing 
domething. If you take the 
time to at least sbim the 
paper (if you're reading this 
article you're a person after 
my own heart) you should be 
pretty up to date on school 
activities. And if you've been 
reading the Chanticleer 
lately you should know that 
there is a Career Develop 
Indianstudent ; 
impressed with 
US, cars, a . . . > ,  girls I _ *  
men4 and Counseling C e w  Bulletin is the best been helpful to YOU, then it's their 
on campus, and samething publication in the state- it's been worth it. Of course, the they are a freshman or .a 
about what it does. not by a long shot. But there Pap= is centered around senior. Don't sell this 
Something you may not is some information in these careers and counseling. publication short. At least 
know about is that the CDCS papers that might be helpful Everybody at one time or read it, then you can give us 
puts out a monthly to you. If just one article has andher needs to be thinking (See CDCS, Page 6) - 
-wblication. It is printed fir 
the purpose of letting you the 
student know what's going CDCS interview schedule 
m in the world of work. S i  
G e  have ptipted only a 
limited amount of copies and DATE 
not even all of those are (kt. 16 
picked up. I try to put them (kt. 17 
right beside the Chanticleer (kt. 18 
stack so you shouldn't be Oct. 19 
able to miss them-but 
evidently you do. I'm not 
claiming that the CDCS (kt. 20 
NAME 
Keebler Cookie Co. 
K-Mart Women's Apparel 
Goodyear Retail 
Smither Plumbing 
Bessemer Chamber 
d Commerce 
Kimberly Clark 
POSITION 
Sales 
Mgt. Trainee 
Mgt. Trainee 
Sales 
Mgt. Trainee- 
Mgt. Trainee 
Sales 
MAJOR 
Bus. Adm. 
Bus. Adm 
Bus. Adm. 
Bus. Adm. 
Bus. Adm. 
Bus. Adrn. . b 
Jitendra l3al sharma was 
barn in Licknow, India in 
1960. He traveled around 
India with his family, a t  
tending different schools 
until he finished high school 
in Colvin Taluqdars College. 
When 3itendra finished 
high school, he decided to 
travel. He read about ln- 
teanational House in a U. N. 
publication and wrote for 
information. "I never 
thought I would get a 
scholarship," he says. "I had 
the idea that there were 
thousands of applications." 
Wefore ,  it was a very 
pleasant surprise for 
Jitendra when the offer did 
arrive. 
xqra ,  a purney W E  -pat i ~ b  
hriurs. After three days of 
sight-seeing in New York, he 
mtinued by bus for another 
26 hours ( ! ) to Anniston. 
Among the sights that 
impressed Jitendra about 
the U. S. is the number cf 
American cars. "I had never 
seen so many can in my 
life." Another thing C the 
beauty of American girls and 
the friendliness of the people 
cf the South ("They are not 
so friendly in New .York, 
though," he says.) 
Jitendrg is taking pre- 
engineering c ~ e a  at JSU 
with plans of becoming a 
mechanical engineer. 
Like Harumi, from Japan, 
Jitendra misses his native 
To come to JSU, food. The spicy Indian food 
Jitendra Bal Sharma Jitendra had to fly from cannot be easily substituted 
Delhi to Copenhagen to New by the SAGA cafeteria. 
Last week the Chanticleer 
inadvertently ran a picture 
of Mr. Doug Platt, sociology 
Conrad work available 
Congo Diary brings 
together a major body of 
Joseph Conrad's work not 
previously available to the, 
general public, including the 
mly diary Conrad ever kept, 
seven chapters from hi 
Imfinished novel The Sisters, 
a novella written in 
collaboration with Ford 
Bdaddox Ford, as well as 
numerous shorter essays 
and letters. 
The title piece is a diary 
kept by Conrad during a . 
river and safari expedition in 
Africa in 1890. One of 
aDnrad's earliest writings in 
figlish, it is the only diary 
the author ever kept, and as 
such provides fascinating 
insight into Conrad's life and 
work, including mu& of the 
inspiration for Heart of 
Dsrluress. 
mdtsvyrove~srrperisd 
that was to change Conrad's 
life profoundly, as editor 
Zdislaw Najder observes: 
"He left Europe full of 
energy and thrilling ex- 
pectations, with ideas about 
a 'civilising mission.' He 
returned gravely ill, never to 
regain fully his good health, 
disillusioned, with memories 
to be used later." 
In Congo Diary, Mr. 
Najder has also included 
Conrad's unfinished, novel, 
Ihe Sisters, a wonderful 
example of the rough, un- 
finished work of a master 
writer. Conrad's literary 
views are revealed in a 
series of essays on Proust, 
Kipling, Walpole and on 
world events. 
The Congo Diary is a week 
of invaluable insight into the 
mind of a major miter. 
I Meeting set 
Class rimlings will be held fiendly, Mr. and Miss Jax 
this Wednesday night, Oct. State. 
11, on the 4th floor of Student 
Commons Building. The SchedUle is as fb l l0~S:  
p m  of this meeting is to Seniors, 7 p.nl.; jUniOrS, 7:45 
nominate class favorites. P-m. ; sophomores, 8:30 P-m; 
beauties, Mr. md Miss h a m e n ,  9 P.m. 
professor, with a story about I another sociology professor, I I)r. Harry Holstein. The Chanticleer regrets the error 
I , 1 Pharoah Pepi II of Egypt reigned f o r  90 years. 
Vine Ripe Pizza Deli 
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Managing editor wants 
his own hate mail 
. ,  
By MIKE MOON 
I feel hurt. All the other editors here at The Chanticleer 
have received hate mail, but I haven't even had a dirty 
.postcard. I'm beginning to wonder if anyone is reading 
what I write. 
I . Jana writes two lousy paragraphs about "The 
.r&uthernersV and gets buried by letters from enraged 
6 bandsmen. We were expecting her to be muggad by the 
.s trombone section. 
I wrote sports for two weeks after Ricky Bragg left and 
- didn't get a single letter. David Johnson takes over and 
- .already the lettersare coming in. That really hurts! 
Maurice writes an editorial about the poor turn out at 
,.the freshman elections and WHAMMO, not only did 
:-niblamice get hate mail but so did the SGA and Elections 
*:Committee. 
- . . This week David got his. A letter demanding that he 
4. resign as editor, because of all "the personal gain" he had 
- made at $2.25 an hour. 
Maybe I'm just not going about it right. Must be too 
conservative in my articles. 0. K. I can take care of that. 
Now hear this! I think the Southerners and the football 
team are both lousy. I hate Greeks and GDIs. The ad- 
ministration stinks and the -pus police are a bunch of 
ticket writing ripoffs. Also all freshman parks shouldn't 
be banned. It'sthe grubby little freshmen themselves that 
"ought to be banned. 
I '  Well, that ought to do it. Now, maybe I'll get samemad. 
1 - 
I - 
:Public . - employee stn3es 
:. 
+ 
By GENE WISDOM 
' *  'Lhe recent wave of public employee strikes may yet 
'produce the backlash of taxpayers' anger at this extortion 
of their hardaarned tax dollars, but the public has not yet 
d e n  up with the only national solution to the problem: the 
dlltlawing of publicaector bargaining, especially the 
'Bbolition of compulsory public-sector bargaining, and the 
accompanying probability of strikes. 
.' Government, in order to assure social order and peace, 
'must be the sole repository of force because it is only 
'through the use or threat of use of this force tbat g w e m  
ihent can insure a peaceful socieQ,. This ideal is placed in 
jeopardy when a public employee union steps into the 
picture. 
By their nature and because of the advqsary 
relationship between employer and eqloyee upon which 
.colaectlve batgainkg relationships depend, u n h s  must 
h&ke demihds and the mh instnunent ffreJr harre'to 
Letters - 
Wants Editor To Resign 
Dear Editor, 
I feel that it's high time 
you resign as Editor of the 
Chanticleer. ,There was a 
"letter to the editor" 
presented to you for 
publication by a former 
writer on your staff. It 
Aowed facts of you misusing 
the newspaper editorship for 
personal gain. Working for a 
radio station, and never 
helping on issues but still 
getting paid by the 
university is cheating every 
student on campus. You may 
have done some good things 
years ago, but you can't live 
on yesterdays. Why didn't 
you print that letter? Were 
they facts? Why not explain 
to the entire university and 
all the former and present 
staff members. 
Name Withheld At 
Request of Writer 
Other Views 
Wear Editor, 
I would like to tell you that 
the paper you put out for the 
students of Jacksonville 
State University is very 
informative. I also would 
like to say that it gives me a 
good outlook on the school. 
A lot of the students who 
are around me always seem 
to use your paper as a main 
source of the information 
around the school. Keep up 
the good writing and keep us 
informed. 
John Mortillaw 
Tbanlrs 
Dear Editor, 
I want to thank you for all 
the publicity you gave 
concerning the parking 
problems. I firmly believe 
that the problem would not 
have been taken care of so 
quickly if the issues had not 
been voiced jlR B e '  Chan- 
+&.lanr ' 1- b .=. 
material is the school 
newspaper, The Chanticleer. 
Because The Chanticleer 
staff combines articles such 
as editorials, sports reviews, 
poems, and even picture 
illustrated comments, the 
new paper creates several 
pages of interesting articles 
that satisfy the taste of 
ahnost any student. The 
Chanticleer is published 
each Tuesday by volunteer 
students of the university. 
Because the staff is com- 
posed of only volunteer 
workers, the newspaper 
encourages the involvement 
of all the students at  
Jacksonville, not just the 
upper classmen. Truly, The 
Chanticleer proves to be a 
great newspaper that shows 
the news can indeed be a 
pleasure to read. 
Debbie Smith 
Great Paper 
Dear Editor, 
I would like to tell you 
what a jam up and jelly tight 
p b  I think you are doing. I 
feel this way for two reasons. 
The f i t  one being that 
JSU's newspaper, the 
"Chanticleer" is one of the 
most efficient college 
newspapers that I have ever 
read. 
The second one being that I 
have looked over your staff 
and I am pleased with *at 
you have b work with, this 
being the efEectiveness of 
each individual and the way 
they execute their job. 
So therefore, I hnd that the 
"Chanticleer" is the ideal 
college newspaper. 
Joey Steele 
And Some Complaints 
k Editor, 
I surely think you could put 
in some more stories that 
muld appeal to ey*one. 
~e~,w @. . tZ4 , rnb~iP  
Dear Editor, 
If there is one thing I think 
that could be better in your 
paper it is the sports section. 
I believe you could go into 
more depth in articles. A lot 
of people around here don't 
know what sports here even 
exist. For example, Soccer. 
b there a soccer team? If 
there is a soccer team, about 
10 good soccer players I 
know would love to play. 
Sincerely, 
Name withheld at request 
of writer 
Southerners 
Dear Editor, 
First I would like to 
congratulate you on your 
'letters" column. This is my 
favorite section because so 
many people get to voice 
their opinion. Now it's my 
turn. 
I hate to bring up old 
topics, but Jana McWhorter 
forces me to. The Chan- 
ticleer received many letters 
a)mplahng of her "unjust" 
and "unqualified" criticism 
of the Southerners' f i s t  two 
halft ie  shows. The "un- 
jmt" part doesn't bother me 
as much because there were 
some mistakes. Changing 
sectioirs and a'tIding new 
music in one week can make 
problems. What really 
bothers me is the 
"unqualified" aspect of her 
criticism. 
The Southerners are a 
professional type group and 
tq to take everything in a 
professional attitude. 
Qualified criticism is always 
ah aid in any professional 
group however, criticism 
£mm a person who knows 
very little, if any, about 
marching band procedure 
and who could not even make 
the line of the band she so 
freely criticizes is not 
exactly what I call 
b'qum&.'2 
a-r-, --.-a r1*.- -----. 
The letter printed right 
under Mr. Wee's also 
complained of ". . . the same 
'de' songs.. ."and ". . . why 
not play some contemporary 
music." He (or she) also 
said, ". . . do you only know 
those opera songs?" Would 
you be more satisfied if the 
announcer said, "selections 
h m  the soundtrack of the 
Bad News Bears?", "Car- 
men" was used in that 
movie. As far as "con- 
temporary music" goes, get 
your definitions straight. I 
guess you meant "pop rock" 
because I doubt that you 
would approve of the style of 
con temporary  music  
composers. Does Aaron 
Copeland ring a bell? I didn't 
think so! 
I'm also very sorry that 
the author of the letter has 
seen the "same program 
every fall." Maybe you 
Aould adjust your vision. 
The Southerners usually 
change parts of the show 
every week or two. The 
entire show is usually 
changed every two or three 
weeks. I can see that you are 
an astute observer. No 
wonder you requested your 
name to be withheld. 
In closing, I would like to 
say that I realize that you 
can't please all of the people. 
I also realize that few people 
know what type of music is 
'modern' on the marching 
band scene. But I personally 
feel that it will be a cold day 
in hell before you will hear 
the announcer say, "Ladies 
and gentlemen, Jacksonville 
State University proudly 
presents, for your halftime 
enjoyment the Marching 
Southerners with a medley of 
Billboard Magazine's top 40 
hits in the nation." I'm damn 
proud to be a member of the 
Marching Southerners. 
w h p  Troy! " 
" g&& you, 
1W spaces are zoned red. 
Subtract the ones soon to be 
painted green, and you will 
find there are more com- 
muting students than red- 
mned parking spaces. 
Dean Edwards com- 
mented on "the University is 
not in a pasition to dig up 
yard space (for parking 
lots)," while in the mean- 
time, a new building is being 
oistructed bgween Mason 
and Rowan all. This is 
called "yard space." In his 
l a .  statement, "there is not 
that much of a problem if the 
students would cooperate." 
Well, the students ask, "How 
would you feel if you had to 
leave your home 30 minutes 
earlier just to ride around 
campus five times looking 
for a*red ~ b ? ? ' : ~ ~ d o e s  
-% nM b e  drikadb~~, -  
' residents. I hopev this 
problem can be resolved for 
at the present time many 
students are upset with the 
system. 
Shirley Kay10 
Change To Green 
Dear Editor, 
1 am very glad to s& the 
red parking zones around the 
dormitories changed to 
green. I sincerely hope that 
does not make it difficult for 
commuters, but they have to 
realize it has been difficult 
for those of us who live in 
dorms. For me, the problem 
was not finding a parking 
place at my classes. 1 did not 
mind walking to class. The 
problem was finding an 
empty parking place a t  the 
4m. I bfJjm..W.. merit 
*-.#ira +rsYi.r;. ". - * r ?  
v:! Y.- W E S - S U D  U1G Y U U b S )  W l l l U l  Y U U A . ) I . J  
:fegalizih force &dby a private organization. When this 
-&ganization is recognized as an equal in negotiations 
:(and the collective - bargaining procedure recognizes 
-negotiators as equals), the government's sovereignty is 
.divided, leaving the citizens at the union's mercy for an 
:Assurance of social order. 
! ' This division of sovereignty becomes an abdication of 
bvereignty when the government then aIlob a strike to 
&meed in extorting money from the taxpayers whose 
'protection is the government's duty. A s  Sylvester Petro, 
-wrote in the "Wake Forest Law Review" in March 1974, 
'"Sovereignty means the supreme and unchallengeable 
'power of compulsion. How can a genuine sovereign be 
'forced by a private penoh or agency to do something and 
'remain sovereign? . . . ccmpulsory publicmtur 
bargaining laws are incompatible with governmental 
sovereignty and constitute a fatal threat to popular 
sovereignty as well." (Quoted in The Sum of Good 
Government by Rep. Philip Crane, R-Ill.) 
With this background in mind, we may now turn to the 
- growth in the nuniber of unir?lized public employee and 
'the potential danger tba+ this increase poses to the 
bereignty of that so&: mstrument assigned to protect 
t 'us - government. 
.' In relation to private employee unions, those 
' representing p u b  employees are among the fastest 
'growing. The American Fe&ration.of State, CoMty and 
Municipal Employees ( AFSCIME) is ''the fastest growing 
union in the nation and the fifth largest union in the AFG 
CIO," according to Roger Reeman of Stanford Univer- 
sity's Hoover Institution (in The Growth of American 
;.Government), with over 700,000 members in 1975 and is 
!--anding at the rate of 1,000 new mexnbers each week. 
The number of strikes was not unresponsive to this 
grown in membership. "Between 1965 and 1975, strikes by 
'- state and local employees increased by over 800 percent- 
-kom 42 in 1965 to 382 in 1974." (The Book of States, 1978 
?':77). 
-c' This increase in growth and military was not lost on the 
;*nation's teachers. The membership of the National 
s'-Educational Association and American Federation of 
'Teachers were 1,470,000 (increase of 63per cent over 1965) 
;' and 444,000 (increase of 344 per cent over 1%) respec- 
*"tively in 1974 (U. S. News and World Report). This 
*"augmentation in membership figures is also reflected in 
the fact that there were no collective - bargaining con- 
tracts for teachers in public education in 1960, but by 1970 
-! .had swollen to 3,522 contracts in districts with 1,000 pupils 
= ar more. 
i. There was a concomitant increase in the number of 
- srikes, also. Between the school years 19W61 and 19W70 
the number of teacher strikes went from three to 180. In is the annual average of the school years 1967-68 to 1969-70, 
i there were 142 teacher strikes, with 102,500 participants 
i and 1,210,000 mandays lost (Reeman). 
When the trend of the above figures are taken into ac- 
I count with the increasing expansion of the government 
j into more spheres of our lives and an increaeg depen- 
j dency on gcmemment at all levels for more services, the 
': potential for ultimate union threats to those services 
- becomes obvious. That potential has already became fi wident to those who have faced withdrawal of police, fire, postal and sanitation services by public employee unions. President Franklin D. Roosevelt stated the danger of, 
and the necessary approach to, these unions very well in a 
letter to L. C. Steward, president of the National 
Federation of Federal Employees in which he stated: 
7 6 1  
- . . . militant tactics have no place in the fimctions of 
: any organization of government &ployees.. . A strike of 
: public employees manifests nothing less than an intent on 
their pa*to-obstruct the operation until their demands 
* are satisfied. Such action, lookingtoward the paralysis of $, government by those Pehp have sworn to support it, is 
.. . . . .. - J &-I--  ^La- '1, 
--T-- I believe I can'#mis for &-Gyt -Lv;-h be j&i LttLe eherge that, &&% 
'li the On cam- fmny. As for the evenseethe second show she 
parking problem (articles) you do have, they said, ". . . I did not view the 
needed change and the are not e m d y  to the point. second game but I had some Chanticleerhelpedseethat it Also, I would like to say other people who were 
was changed. something about the mnnected with the paper Thanks again. photwiraphy; good job! view the second game." She 
Name at =quest Name withheld at request criticized both shows and 
of writer of writer 
* saw only one. She neglected 
to mention the fact that she 
Fine Paper tcdd another JSU student 
Dear Editor, Sports Section that she wrote the article 
I am writing you to let you f ear Editor, More the show was even 
know that I think you have a I'm writing in reference to performed. Isn't that 
very fine paper. It lets the the sports section of The jmpPmg the gun somewhat? 
people know what's h a p  Chanticleer. It seems that Thenext point that I would 
pening, where it is h a p  the paper has forgotten that like to bring up is in answer 
pening, and when it's gaing there are other sports at to L. J. Wee Jr.'s letter of 
to happen. I think there J a c k s o n v i l l e  S t a t e  Sept.26.InregardtoMr. 
should be more papers like University other than Wee's statement of con- 
yours everywhere. Your football. One which is sidering ourselves "above 
paper has a terrific sports volley ball. The volleyball critidsm," I will refer himto 
section keeping us up with team practices just as hard my previous paragraph. 
the scores and the statistics as the football team and gets 'fhe high paint of Mr. 
of each and every game. I'd no recognition for their hard Wee's letterseemedto be ". . 
like just to take time and work. Also, in a past issue of I would like to see the 
compliment you and tell you 'Ibe Chanticleer, a present Southerners get their act 
to keep up the good work. volleyball schedule was wether. Try something new 
Cathy Nobler given, with a picture of the just for a chiillenge." Mr. 
volleyball team of two Years Wee, you don't know what a 
Hooray for the News ago. The Chanticleer s h d d  challenge is until you see the 
Dear Editor, have checked with the coach first trumpet part to the 
During my first three to see if there were any "Carmen Overture," the 
weeks of being a freshman at , present pictures of the team, entire score is very difficult. 
J a c k s o n v i l l e  S t a t e  whichisdoingasuperjob Asfarasbeingnew,it9strue 
University, I have stumbled yith a record of six wins and that the Southerners have 
on a p leamble  piece of me loss. In the future, I hope pkyed "Carmen" before- 
reading material that The Chanticleer will write about fom years ago I think. 
supplies various information more about the volleyball I am gbd you liked Mickey 
about the student life on and team and show some present w, m. wee; from your 
off campus at Jacksonville. pictures. letter, it seems right at your 
This piece of reading Lana Hollingsworth level of standards. - 
-e----.. m 1 l l O P  ln Y O W  next !U'.pat&aggl ,,,.-., ' -0 .  P!i S: Last year +ve did. a vi& ppes ident. of 
&Ow "Star from Wars." the soundtrack I trust that of business intends affairs to Charles eqkin 
that is "new and where the parking tickets 
challenging" enough. money goes to. Could it be Silent Minority 
Parking possible it goes to make 
Dear Editor, more parking spaces? Let's bar m t o r ,  
I feel that the parking hope so! I am one of the "silent 
situation stands to be im- Lisa Rivers minority" of commuter 
proved. Every time I go to a SF- Hall, JSU students and I would like to 
class I'm usually late, even if express my opinion in 
I leave early, because it is reference to your article 
practically impossible to concerning the new zoning of 
find a parking place. 
There are a lot of parking 
spaces for people who live in 
dorms but for people who 
live off campus are just out 
of luck unless they came an 
.hour early. 
Thank you. 
Name withheld at request 
of writer 
Parking Zones 
Dear Chanticleer, 
In regard to your article, 
Parking Zones Changing, 
(the Chanticleer, Vol. 20, No. 
4, Sept. 19, 1978) knowing 
that JSU is growing in 
Parking Problems 
Dear Editor, 
I feel that one of the worst 
problems on campus is the 
parking. I know that this is a 
popular issue but it's really 
ridiculous when you pay two 
hundred dollars to live in a 
dorm and then have to park 
three blocks away. There are 
just too many blue zones. 
Take for instance in front of 
the Field House. I know 
there can't be that many 
maches. Even worse that 
that is that the commuters 
have better parking than the 
parking iiw. Apparently, 
whoever researched this 
project did not research it 
thoroughly enough. If tbey 
had, they would hqve found 
that there: are many of us 
who must Icommute to night 
school alone and also get out 
of class after dark (ap 
proximately 730 p.m.), Fg 
this reason, I my self have ao 
great desire to be forced into 
havingto walk from Ramqa 
WoodsrBuilding to Brewerqr 
MerrU (also: not in forgetling the pitch .d@ rain, 
( ~ e e  'LEITERS, Page 5fjsA 
quantity and quality has a 
large role to play in this / 
Gtroversy. Thke has been 
made new resident (green) 
parking places m certain ( The Chanticleer ) 
h a s  in  &impus. But; what 1 I 
about the commuters? I The Chanticleer, established as a student newspaper I am a resident Of JSU' and at Jacksonville SLate in 1934, i s  published each Tuesday I 'peak for the by students of the university. Signed columns represent As of now, it was stated that mc opWon of the writer while unsiwd dtal* I 
represent the opinion of the Executive Editorial Com- 
mittee. Editorials do not necessarily reflect the policy of 
the JSU administration. 
The Chanticleer offices are locat* on the fourth floor 
d the Student Commons Building, phone 435-9820, ext. 
233, and rooms 219 and 220 in Pannell Hall. 
All correspondence should be directed to The Chan- 
ticleer, Box 56, Jacksonville State University, 
Jacksonville Alabama 36265. 
DAVID MlRD.. . . . EDITOR .":I 
MIKE MOON . . . MANAGING E D m  I 
Maurice Bowles --. . . . . . . . . . . . News Editor 
Jana ~c-teg .............. Ehtertainment Editor 
David Johnson, Sports Editor I 
hny; Stinson, Staff Carkwnist I 
mcutive Editorial Committee 
David Ford, Mike Moon, Maurice Bowles I 
Editorid Board 
Jana  charter, Mike Maurice Bowles, 
David Johnson David Ford, chairman. I 
Sandra Waites . . . . . . . . . . . Advertising Manager 
&. Clyde Cox, . . . . . . . . . . . Faculty Advisors 
~ r .  Robert Clotfelter I 
\Opal Lovett . . . . . . . . University Photographer / 
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Entertainment. , . + - a  Continued 
Communing with the Greeks rrrr~ir~iirii i irirrrrrrrrr+rrrrurrrrii i i irrrrirrrrr.  * 
4 4 
By TOM FOSTER ficers soon. All young men to its members new dorm- their fraternity house. 4 4 4 In the past week, the ex- are encouraged to go rbom style housing in its pi hppa phi will sponsor The . /Tops 4 citement of Rush has died through Wildcat Rush and go upstairs area; Kappa Alpha a fund-raising party, joinuy + 4 * down, but just a little. For Creek. has a hosted by the JSU ballerinas, $ 4 
now the fraternities have  his week. also saw the house, and Alpha Tau for multiple scleroris. 4 4 
chosen those young men they advenfof Little Sister R W ~ ,  Omega has also done work 4 4 
deemed worthy to join their k t h  the hatemities vying its house. We see pride I" conclusion, a few in- + 4 
wpective fraternities. Now, for the beautiful yolg ladies and hard work I-eSdting in teresting notes- A "Delt" 4 TV CruW (AhM). Ckhrrmk. 4 Iucky pledges have a of our campus. An ominous some very fine fraternity h m  JSU has been invited to 4 8. Blsce. Donna Summer 5. The White Dragon by Anne * 
~ m e s t e r  to prove they are aadow was cast upon ~ i t t l e  houses. the 1980 01yrnpic"hials. Sam 4 (TOP-rated shows according to (Casablanca). From Thank Cod McCaffrey (Ballantlne, $8.95). A * b e  next couple of weeks Pearson, who fights as a 4 the Nielsen Of Aug. It's Friday. sci-fi fantasy about a boy and a 4 ysdemically proficient so sister ~ u s h  as  certain 2 1-27) 
9. Lifc'8 Qoob. Joe Walsh dragon. they can undergo fraternity fraternities started early several events and activities middle-~eight,  has had * * 
a am -ng our Greek seven 6rd round h ~ k 0 u t s  * 1. W S  C o m ~ u ~  (mc) (Asylum). Rock. 6. Eye of the Needle by Ken Fol- * @tiation to become active and had to be by * 2. g d n q ,  M.E. (NBC) 10. s h e .  ~ & l ~ n  "Cham- lett (Arbor House. $8.95). h z i  * members. Kappa Sigma th, Fraternity auncil. Little bmthers. Kappa Alpha will 4 in Seven fights. Pearson is pagne" King tRCA). Soulful spy versus British professor in a * 
reported the most pledges sister ~~h allows the young have a fund drive for a world champion wrist 4 3. Laverne swky(mc) dtsco. World War I1 thriller. 4 
with 33, followed by ~ e l t a  a, ad of muscular d i s t r ~ ~ h ~  a d  a and area wrestlet. 4 c a r k r  Country (ABC) 7 .  Evergreen by klva Plain * 
'denotes an especially fast-selltng 
Chi, 30; Alpha Tau Omega, to m e t  and form weekend retreat fa r  the 5. M*A*S*H [CBS) sinye (Delacorte. $9.95). Jewish 4 
28; Pi Kappa Phi, 27; Delta l a s t i ng  f r i endsh ips .  brOtherS and pledges. Kappa Alpha has gone to * B w [ C B s J  immigrant woman's rise from 4 
Tau Delta, 8; Kappa Alpha, Delta Chi will be helping the public over its con- 4 7. Rockford WCS(NBCJ Lower East Side poverty. * 
.2; and S i m a  Nu, 13. These When looking for in- run the Tour of Historical trolrersial cannon firing. * 8. One Day at P Time (CBS) (Best-sell~ng albums according 8. Bloodline by Sidney Sheldon * to Record World) ( yorrow. $9.95). Love and figures can be very formation for this article, Homes on Oct. 7 and 8 by 'hey have received per- $ 9. Starsky&a~tc .  4 1. a-, ortginal sound track high-finance intrigue on three 4 &leading as Wildcat Rush this reporter saw many new being traffic coritrollers. mission to fire it from the lo. m i n  thqp-j~ (CBS) (RSO). The 50s revlwd. 70s conttnen ts. * 
is on right now and will furnishings in the fraternity They will a h  celebrate their mayor and have informed * style. 9. The Women's Room by Marl- 4 
amtintte for at least till the houses. Several have un- Founders Day on Oct. 13. the citizens living around 4 wlfIE8 2. w. Commodores lyn French (Summit Books, 4 
end of October. dergone recent renovation Kappa Sigma will host a them of the tradition behind 4 ( T ~ ~  leading moneymakers =- (Motown). Popand rhythm and * 10.95). A woman's rough road 4 
Most fraternity pledge with Sigma Nu's new house blood drive and have their the cannon. Tune in every * cordingtoindustryf~gures) blues. to liberation. 4 
classes had their first just now being finished as a second annual haunted week now as this reporter 4 
H_p.(Pc). BudRmo,ds 3. Double Virion. Foreigner (At- 10. S b t e n  and Strangers by 
4 
. meeting last weekend and good example. The Delta house, with the latter being will "commune" with the $ in an adventure a lantic). Rock. Helen Van Slyke (Doubleday. * 
will elect pledge class of- Tau Delta house now offers held in the building next to Greeks and pass it on to you. * stunt man. 4. Some OMS. Rolltng Stones 
4 $10). Three scattered adult sis- 
(Rolling Stones). Honest-to- ters return home. 
4 2. Heaven Can Walt (PG). War- goodness rock 'n' roll. 4 Clubs ren Beatty dies and comes back 5. sgt. ~cppct ' s  lonely Beub 4 $ to earth in a romantic comedy. Club B.nt origlnal sound (The leading nonfiction accord- * 4 3. National Lampoon's- (Continued From Page 4) track. various artlsts (RSOI. Ing to B Dalton best-seller lists] * 4 H O ~ ~ E  (R). Comedy about the New version of old Beatles songs 1. If Life is a Bow1 of 4 
chemistry majors. The you can become a member if only fon ~meAcan students ticipate in an interview with 4 fmtemfi~ on 6. World8 Arrry. Pablo Crutse * 
campus. Charie8- what Am I Doing ia 4 purpose is to inform about you are an art student or wed to defray the cost of the director, Mr. Stewart. $ G.U.e The Sogst to (A&M). Rock. the Pits? b) Erma Bombeck jobs,etc. The club has about your major or minor is art. parties and other programs. After all steps have &n * 7. h n Y  took Back. Boston iMcCraw-HI '. $7.95). More 4 music. 
20 members and interested The Guild usually meets The American students can completed, Mr. Stewart 4 Of LW , , (Eplc). Engineered rock 'n' roll. dgmestic drc Ileries of the 70s. 
4 
students contact the mce a month or more on a become members by filling selects new members on the $ ~ h ~ l . ~ ~ h ~ ~  a high-fashion 8. SamNUy mrlght FeTer, Bn * 2. T@e Complete Book of Run- 4 
' Chemistry Department. week night in the painting out an application form, bask of the talents and 4 photographer. Gees and various artlsts IRSO). Ilia by James F. Fixx [Random 4 
studio of Hammond Hall. submit a . short viewpoints they can bring to 6. ~ o u l  P ay ( PC). Comedy thni- Sound track and more. House. 6 Ip). For fun and 
health. 
4 
THE PS~YCHOLOGY ihe  dues are $3 a year and autobiography, and par- the International House $ l a  starring cold* Ha- 9. 8 h . h  Dmchg. Andy Gibb * 
CLUB: The purpose of the for an additional dollar the Program. 4 Chevy Chase. (RSO). Pop and disco. 3.PpllingYoarornStrhgsby 4 
Psychology Club is to student may join the mends  4 7. Star Wars (PGI. Outer space 10. Life 16 8 Song Worth SW- Wayne W. Dyer (T.Y. Crowell, $8.95). 7 aking charge of your 4 
provide organized activities of the Arts at the Anniston 4 fantasy. ing. Teddy Pendergrass Hfe. . 
in psychology. They have Museum. Gant 4 8. Revenge of the PI& Pan- Blaqkorlented ballads. (Phtladelphla Internatlonall. * (PG). The bumbling Inspector 4. P h p h h u '  Desk Rdqcnce ;$ about 60 members. If you are 4 Clouseau returns. [Litton. 4141. An index of interested,youcaneithergo BLACK S T U D E N T  (Continued From Page 2) dmotes anespeclally fast-selling more than 2500 prescribed 4 
tb Dr. Patterson in UNION: BSU is a club for 4 9. Young Frankenstein (PC). album drugs. 4 
psychology departmentor go Blacks or other minorities. attractive children. His main extracurricular hobby is 4 Takeoff on the ghoulish legend. 5. My MotbaIMy SCLf by Nancy 
* 
one of the meetings on glaek student restoring a 1969 Mumph. His favorite exemise is tennis, 4 l o . J m z i ~ ~ ) = ~ n ~ h e r s h a r k  BOO#S Frlday (Delacorte. 09.95). A 
Wehesdays at 3:30 in 217 purpose is to promote pgging and rumbig. "1 participated in the recent 6.2 mile 4 AmitF'iue. (The leading fictlon according study of the mother-and- 
,-s 
A H .  The club he@s the fdowfip  and student af- "Ce at Anniston," he stated, ''and I had stme fun * REC- to the B. Dalton best-seller lbts daughter relationship. 
students with looking for fairs on the JSU campus. 'Wt of that." He ah haS an in carpen- and 4 compfled from weekly sales re- 6. W e W s  New Collegiate 4 (BesteIiing s i n e 8  according ports generated from 3 15 stores mctionaq (Menlam, )10.95). $bs, and what they need for Now, this club has 128 woodwork which he pmuafas as 4 t o ~ m  m d )  
can "I love to see football games," he says. "My favorite pro 4 nationwide) The campus favorite. 
, going to graduate school, members. You 
etc. They also make trips to become a member if you are team is the Oakland Raiders and I follow avidly JSU and 4 1. 'I'rm~ a m. omrno- 1. Cht!sap8& by James A. 7.InSeulcB.ofpfbtay:APu- 
a. Alabama football." 4 dores (Motown). Slow ballad. Michener (Random House. row Adventan by Theodore 
Pifferent places, concerning a JSU student. The group 0 12.95). FowcenturlesorMary- White (Harper &Row, 8 12.951. 
psychology. meets in the Student When asked about some of the experiences he has had 4 2. Grease. kanklevalli (RSO). land's Eastern Shore. Historian turns inward. 
mom at 7:30 p.m. every as a teacher, he replied, "One of the greatest, most 4 TitleSongfrOm - satisfying things that I've found in teaching is teachmg a 4 3. O"@ A Taste 2. fkmpler by Judith Krantz 8. ZbProghet by ~ a h l i l  c i b m  J T H E N A T I 0  N A L Tuesday night. The cost is $5 (Crown, 6 101. A womq's rise In (Knopf. 65). A classic poetr 
student who thbr'ihly understands the inner workings of 4 Of HDmy(Cap"O1). a SOCIETY OF SCABBARD a year. . . .  -. . ..- -- . - -  16 A.-+ U~-A P-~--.- (A+ the fashion World. philos~hjrioh life and10b. ' ' + 
AND BLADE: The society 
wants to encourage the study 
of military science on the 
university campus, promote 
brotherhood, install qualities 
of good and efficient officers, 
. .and encourage loyalty and 
obedience to superiors and to 
..+.the nation. They meet once a 
month, and you have to be a 
mphomore to be a member. 
; Contact the ROTC depart- 
.. .rpent. 
'. . 
' ART GUILD: The Art 
Guild is a club whose pur- 
,. pose is to stimulate and 
promote interest in the 
@ual arts and fellowship 
&between art students. Its 
.,purpose is also to share the 
artistic experiences with the 
surrounding community. 
., ,There are five members, and 
INTERNATIONAL 
HOUSE : International 
~ o u s e  promotes the un- 
derstanding of foreign 
cultures through the 
bringing together of students 
from different nations. The 
one-to-one relationships 
formed in this situation gives 
you a view of the day-to-day 
life in another country. 
'here are 40 members. Most 
inter action among the 
members is done on a con- 
stant informal basis in the 
International House. There 
are various formal meetings 
held regularly, such as: 
dinner forums and seminars 
and also annual events such 
as the square dance and the 
formal dance. There is no fee 
other than a $9 activity fee, 
rrlcuuLcu yrur;ciu. I r  w ur1C L l I U I ~  u p U  l-Lm tJ3-II U 
student to learn a particular thing so that he m pass the 
course, but it is a great feeling when you work with one 
who understands how and why the reaction works and 
what happens to the molecule and atoms." 
CDCS 
(Continued From Page 3) 
some ideas as to the kinds of 
things you'd like to see in our 
paper. I'd be tickled to death 
if we were forced to print 
more, but so fqr the n&d 
hasn't arisen. 
Thanks for listening to me 
(or reading me). Sometimes 
I need to air my feelings. I 
hope that by reading this you 
will become aware of our 
newsletter and many other 
worthwhile things on 
campus. Keep those eyes 
open and ears peeled. Fewer 
things will go by without 
your knowing it. If they do, in 
most cases you'll have 
nobody to blame but your- 
self. 
I too am guilty a t  times of 
not being as observant as  I 
should be. I didn't mean to 
give you the idea that I am 
above being quality of what I 
accused YOU of. I'm not! 
- .  )) l&ic), corporate r ~ k .  ,-*, 
a 5. IYLS yon: Rolling Stones 
4 (Rolling Stones). Rhvythm and 
* blues. 
* * 6. H~pelessly Devoted to Yon, ' 
* Olivta Newton-John (RSO). 
4 Lover's lament from Grease. 
7. Lon Will &d a way. Pablo 
3. IIl- by Rlchard Bach 
(DeIacortdEleanor Friede. 
$6.95). Messiah barnstorms 
Middle America. 
4. Tbe culnrl.illiaa J.R.R. 
Tolkten (Houghton Miffltn. 
810.95). Middle-earth in P- 
HobbIt days. 
9. A l¶a~& hr'htth by Wfflt&-dE. 
E: ~ l ~ ~ . ~ ~ t ? r ' s  Digest 
Ress/M&raw-Hill. $12.95). 
The former treasury secretary 
4 
calls For a return to free- 
4 
enterprise economics. 
4 
4 
lo. Gnomu. text by Wit 4 
Huygen. Illustrated by Rien 4 
Poortvliet [ H a m  N. Abramn * 4  
- . --- 
;i $1 7.50). Ail ab&t the little * 
* people. 4 
~++r+rrrru+~*rrrr**~~rirr,*++~rriiirirrr+*+r++r++~+ 
Nau natzonal colkgmte m a g u m  no~v on campus 
College Showcase Magazine, a new magazine written by 
and for college students, is n m  being distributed on 
campuses nationwide. The Shwcase objective, "stude~ts 
communicating with students," is unique in that it offers 
collegians a vehicle to display their skills in the fields of 
purnalisn, creative writing, art, and photography, and to 
communicate with their peers. 
In most cases, student writing accepted for publication 
is written for course credit o r  in fulfilbent of a class 
assfgnment, and verified by a facultyrnember. One or twu 
a i c l e s  written by students b majors other than the 
respond. 
five schools are represented $1 the sampler, 
Showcase plans to increase r e w n t a t i o n  with the full- 
size, premiere issue, which will be available January in 
college stores for a 75 cent cover price. Future guest m- 
terviews will be with Art Buchwald, Jane Pauley and. 
-1 Schm, and an upcoming article deals with rape on 
the cdlege campus. 
CM@e tibycase Magazine is now being distributed 
free in college stores nationwide, and is available for 
itrppection in cdene  libraries. For more details about 
' Tuesday, October 10, 1978 THE CHANTICLEER 
By DAVID JOHNSON 
Star Sports Editor 
Since Jax State had an off date Saturday, I hope you 
won't think it's too cheap if I use this column to notebook 
the Alabama-Vandy game of a couple of Saturdays ago: 
The worst crew of misfits since the Three Stooges 
(Steve Johnson, Rick Bragg and I )  left the offices of the 
Anniston $tar around 10 that morning for the trip to 
Tuscaloosa. 
- Steve is a sports writer for the Star, Rick is former 
sports editor of the Chanticleer and now writes for the 
Talladega Daily Home, and I work ( ? ) parttime for the 
*' Star. Steve attends the JSU extension in Gadsden and 
" d a b  to be my brmher . 
We all piled into Steve's "Vanishing Fbint" Dodge 
Challenger (I  s6mehow got the back seat), and a s  Jere 
Beasley would say, "We got on down that road." 
About two and a half hours later, we buzzed into 
bca loosa  amidst the usual stale jokes about Bryce's, 
- etc. When is anybody ever going to make up any NEW 
jokes about that place? 
After driving -Zund aimlessly for several minutes, 
Steve finally steered his car for the press parking section 
only to be cohfronted by a stadium oEfiaal. We held up our 
genuine officid "press parking" pass, and the official 
semi-politely let us know, "You need to hold that up where 
I can see it." Thanks a lot, buddy. He was probably the 
kind of guy who gets his kicks out of waxing the front steps 
of an old folks' home. 
After waiting our turn to g ~ t  on the dinky elevator that 
went up to the pressbox, we crammed ourselves, along 
with about a dozen others, into the tiny cubicle. 
When the elevator stopped on the second bvel, I calmly 
departed the stuffy surroundings and spied the green 
Memories from 
These Gamecock action shots d years past serve as a 
reminder of Jacksonville's rich football tradition and the 
high goals that go with it. The Jaxmen are now 3-1 
overall and 21 in the Gulf South Conference, thrusting 
them back into the thick of things in the title race. 
Defending conference ehamp JSU had an open date 
Saturday and is preparing for this weekend's clash with 
tough UTChattanooga (see story below). Jax State 
takes on the Mocs in Chattanooga Saturday night a t  6:30 
in a fierce Southern rivalry. Although the game is not a 
conference counter, the Jaxmen will be battling to move 
up in the NCAA Division I1 standings. Jacksonville was 
recentiy ranked 10th in the nation. 
thepast.. . 
caipetedf~oor of ~ r ~ h t - ~ e n n y  Stadium below. I also saw 
something else that caught my attention. As I turned and . 1 
looked back at the elevator doors closing, there w&s Rick 
Bragg just standing there, not saying a word. 
Good job, Rlck and Steve. I had just gotten off m the 
alumni level, and nobody even tried to stop me. Since I 0 . 0  
had du es no in great Sears desire & Roebucks t  watch the suits, game I got with back a bunch on the of 
And hopes *d for the future 
elevator and eventually completed my trek to the elusive Jim Fuller is such a bumps and bruises." day's only ~ ~ l f  south "Chattahooga may have Saturdays ago. Chattanooga 
press level. pzrsistent coach he even Two of the injured against counters. the toughest team we've took on Appalachian State 
There was Steve, already there and with one of those worries about playing Southeastern were tailbacks Before Saturday's games, faced since I've been at Saturday in Chattanooga, its 
patented "Well-wheredid-you-go?" looks on his face. "open." Pat Clements and Mitch the complete ~ u l f  South Jacksonville," analyzed first home game. 
Steve and I had been assigned seats 51 and 52, while After edging Southeastern Hollis. Clements missed the standings were a s  fobws: Fuller. The Mocs posted a 9-1-1 
poor Rick had a seat somewhere in mother time zone Louisiana 10-7 in a grueling secimd half against the Lions 'boy (ZO in the GSC; 4-0 Chattanooga started the record last year, and even (seat 12). Actually, he probably had a Better seat than defensive sbuggle, Jax State with a bruised hip while overall) ; Mississippi a l lege  year with impressive wins though the game is not a Gulf 
since we were on about the 30-@ he. When You're Wit got a well - deserved open Hollis suffered a broken (W, 4-0) ; ~ o r t h  Alabama Over Western Kentucky, South counter, you can bet 
high (in the pressbox I mean), it redly doesn't matter, date &tur&ay. thumb. (2-0-1; 341); Jacksonville huisiana Tech and Mar- your bottom dollar that 
though. I However, Fuller and his The Gamecocks are bacp (214; 3-14); Nichok State & d l  before being tied by Fuller and the Gamecocks 
Since I have been doing a 19Year extra credit study on crew have beenhard at work where most preseason (21-0; 22-01; southeastern Middle Tennessee, 1414, two are in it to win. 
food, I was glad to see that lwulcbwasprovidedh the P r e s  p-eparing for a date with "experts" predicted they Louisiana (04-0; 1-2-1 ) ; 
box. After raiding the goodies, I msmabing my way back tough UT-Chattanooga in would be all aIong-in the Delta State (0-1-0; 2-24)) ; 
to nUI Seat wfim a %P@ ,.P,@~YP~ security v d  _-. ,@=~a~f+turday n&&t - thick of -r.-,r. the -- Gulf S",th a --- T- -A -Martin - - - - . (G3-Q;  A&-- 1 3  A "sports -- % story ., . 
Jacksonville, ranked 10th 
in the NCAA Division I1 
recently, has five ganXy 
remaining. Following the 
Chattanooga game, the 
Gamecocks have another 
open date, then play Delta 
State (homecoming) on Oct. 
28, travel to Livingston oh 1 
Nov. 4, host North Alabamk 
on Nov. 11 and Troy Nov. 18. 
" 
"It's over there on my &!SIC," 1 repllea. 
"You wouldn't mind wearing it, would you, sir?" 
Another fine helpful person. Hmmph. 
Before the game, an office1 - sounding voice came over 
the loudspeaker in the pressbox and said, "According to 
the rules of the Football Writers of America, no cheering 
will be allowed in the press level. Anyone violating this 
rule will be escorted from the pressbox." 
That was all well and good, but somebody fargot to tell 
fhe Alabama statisticians to remain calm. They were 
sitting right behind us on the next level and took great 
pleasure in whopping, " h k  out, Jeff !" whenever 
Rutledge was about to get creamed, etc. - 
You all know what happened after that. Bama floun- 
dered around and only led by 1614 at the half, and 
the Tide actually fell behind 21-16 in the third quarter. 
However, after Tony Nathan's 6Syard TD burst late in the 
third period, the floodgates broke and the helpless 
Commodores were lost at sea. 
Bama racked up 27 points in the fourth quarter to bury 
hhderbi l t ,  51-28. But the most interesting (or should I say 
deast interesting) thing about the game was the fact that 
Jeff R u t l e e  was booed vehemently by the Alabama 
fans. I knowke Tide fans have a repukidn for serving up 
"boos," but that was ridiculous. 
Rutledge just didn't have all that bad of a day, but for 
some reason the Tide partisans overwhelmingly favored 
*backup quarterback Steadman Shealy. Shealy played 
several minutes and has came a long way after knee 
=gery. 
A few minutes before the game was over, Steve, Rick 
q d  I made our way down to the outside of the Bama 
dressing room. After five or six years, we were admitted 
inside. 
Since it was my first time covering a major college 
game, I cleverly followed the other writers around and I$ 
them ask allthe questions. They did pretty good, too. 
Although Shealy was hanging around in a three-piece 
sait (for real,), Rutledge was nowhere to be found. Ac- 
cording to Rick, Rutledge jokingly asked a writer he 
recognized, "Did you boo me too?" Rick said Rutledge 
then Nssed him on his way out andsaid, "Did you?" 
Actually, Rutledge acted pretty dassy in a rough 
situation and took it all in stride. 
If that had been where it all ended, everything w d d  
bave been cool. However, there wm one last chapter to 
our adventure. 
Hurrying back to Anniston (Steve and I had to write our 
stories; Rick wanted to see his girl &end), Steve's car 
developed a deathly illness. The battery was losing 
charge, and soon the headlights were barely on. 
Steve flipped the dome light on so passing Sherman 
tanks could at kast see what they were hitting. While we 
sped through the darkness, we amused ourselves by 
c0mp(r(ingz)yrics to a new country song we thought u& 
"Eighty in the Dark with the Dome Light On.'' 
Willie Nelson, are you out there? 
Pittdwgh Pirate secmd 
baseman Phil Gamer hit a 
grand slam homer in two 
consecutive games this 
season, the first time that's 
been done by a National 
League-player in 77 years. 
++++ 
,Running back ~ h a r l e s  
Alexander of Louisiana State 
has been timed at 4235 
seconds in the 40-yard dash. 
A l e d e r  is a prime can- 
didate for this year's 
Heisnan =Jh-@y. 
++++ 
Richard Petty, legenday 
stock car driver, was 
charged with spekkbq a few 
weeks ago in Delaware. A 
radar unit on state route 8 
docked Petty at 69 mph in a 
50 mph zone. 
Fuller remarked, "This is an 
important week for us, but 
I"m not sure how much we 
can accomplish with so 
many players injured. 
"Our game with 
Southeastern Louisiana was 
a rough one," continued 
Fuller, "and as a result, we 
have a lot of players with 
only a half-game back of the 
conference leaders (Troy 
and Mississippi College). 
Troy and the Choctaws both 
stood at 20 in the GSC, while 
the Jaxmen sport a 2-1 
conference slate. Troy met 
Southkstern Louisiana,-and 
Mississippi College clashed 
with Delta State in Satur- 
Boy and North Alabama the 
last two games of the season, 
but the Jaxmen do not play 
the only other team ahead of 
them in the standings, 
Mississippi College. The 
Gamecocks will have to hope 
for some help from another 
GSC contender to knock off 
the surprising Choctaws. 
Crunch 
Linebacker Greg Robinson I 
leads Bandits with 30 hits 
Linebacker Greg Robinson kicking average on 23 kicks. 
tops the Red Bandit stat His long punt is 53 yards. 
sheet after four games with a Leading rushers for the 
whopping 30 solo tackles and Gamecocks a re  Pat 
13 assists. Clements (213 yards on 40 
Senior tackle Jesse Baker carries) and Wayne McCoy 
(65, 265) has 19 tackles and (147 yards on 45 attempts). 
two assists and is still the top Hustling Dwayne Parker 
headhunter with four has blocked a punt, an extra 
quarterback sacks for losses point and a field gml at- 
totaling 38 yards, according tempt this season. 
to JSU team statistics Here are the complete 
released by the Jax State individual Gamecock four- 
sports information depart- game stats: 
ment. RUSHING ( y a r d - s -  
Hard-hitting Jerome attempts - TD's: Clements 
Coleman has 19 solo tackles (213; 40, 2), McCoy (147, 45, 
and eight assists. 0); Cedric BrownIee (59, 17, 
The Gamecock aerial 01; Watts (56, 41, 2); Rolo 
attack stacks up as well on Weaver (38,.7,0); Oreen (32, 
paper as  it does on the field. 33,l); James Moreen 110, 1, 
Mike Watts has connected un 0: A. W. Clark (8.  I, 01: Ed 
Dillard (9-6); Sherwin 
Sedge (7-6); Grady Rowe (7- 
3); Rod Green (53); Billy 
Mllard (3-1); Mark Cooley 
(34; Herbert Canada (21); 
Keith Kilgore ( l a ) ,  Bruce 
GI-een (14); Lowell Preskitt 
(0-1). 
BLX)CKED KICKS (punts - 
kicks): Parker (12) Green 
(14) * 
SAGKS ( sacks-yards lost) : 
Baker )4-38); Macon (2-24); 
Rowe (2-15); Parker (1-8); 
Billy Dillard (1-5); Merrill 
Dillalq (1-4). 
PUNT R E T U R N S :  
(numberyardage) : 
Coleman (9-57); Parker (1- 
6); Macon . ( 1-10) ; Green (1- 
- 
30 of 55 passes for 371 yards Litt (6, 1, 0; ~ r i i & l t o h  (3, 'I' 
i ~ d ' f o u r  TD's, while Bobby 1,O) ; Harris Montgmery (1, KICKOFF RETURNS 
Ray Green has hit 27 of 41 for 4 0) ; mtch Hollis (0, 5, 1); (number - yardage 1 : 
256 yar& and two TD's. Donald young (-24, 1, 0). Coleman (5-108) ; Mon- 
Green has thrown two h- RECENIl\IG, (catc- - tgomery ( 1-a) ; Brownlee (1- 
terceptions, and Watts has yards - TD's): likt&y (17, 22); Clark (3-73); Hollis (1- 
had four picked off. 205, 3); Moreen (13, 157, 0); 15). 
On the receiving end, Young (13, 139, 13, 139, 1); 
&Itch Barker has snared 17 Brownlee (6, 82, 2); Weaver TD's: Barker (three), 
passes for 205 yards and (5, 27, 0); McCoy (I, 2, 0); Brownlee (two); Clements 
three TD's. James Mareen Ricky Gramrner (1, 11, 0); (two); Green (one); Watts 
has 13 catches to his credit Ray Brock (1, 4, 0). (one); Hollis (me),  Green 
157 yards, and Donald TACKLES (solo-assists); (one), Young (one). 
Young has also gathered in , Robinson (30-13); Jerome FUMBLE RECOVERIES: 
13 passes for 139 yards and Coleman (l!M);.Ba-.er (19- Macon (two), Baker (two); 
cne TD. 2); Eddie Garfinkle (165); Robinson (two); Eknerson 
Placement specialist  Bo Emerson 1 - 1 0 ;  (one) Henderson (one ) 
Rocky Riddle is the scoring Parker (15-7); Tommy Coleman (one); O'Dell 
leader with 23 points (11 of12 Macon (14-12); Joe Hen- tone). 
PAT'S; four of &x field derson (14-6); Ftankie INTERCEPTIONS: 
goah). Punter Ray Brock O'Deol (14-4); Amos Mc- Coleman (one); Sledge 
has booted a 42.1-yard Creary (11-10); Merrill (one). 
Mister lVlagic 
By STEVE JOHNSON 
Sports Editor 
The decrepid old man sat 
alone on the front porch of 
the Campus Heights Nursing 
Home a s  a cluster of orange 
and brown leaves playfully 
swirled around him, 
signaling the entrance of 
autumn. 
The cruel September wind 
lashed across the old gen- 
tleman's craggy face, but he 
showed no sign of discorn- 
fort. Clutching a transistor 
radio in his feeble grip, the 
old man held it close to his 
ear and stared straight 
ahead as if in another world. 
In fact, he was. 
"Go Bombers. Go," he 
mumbled almost in a 
whipser. "You can do it." 
The radio blared away at a 
deafening level to everyone 
except the old man. For him 
it was just right. 
"Ten seconds to go," 
droned the monotone voice 
from over the radio, "and 
Central City is 50 yards from 
paydirt. If those Bombers 
are going to pull this one out, 
it's gonna take the biggest 
comeback of all time. Ftight, 
Skip? " 
"No doubt, no doubt," 
a m e d  the peppy play-by- 
play man. "Here's the 
snap," he continued ex- 
citedly. "The quarterback is 
dropping back. . . he's gonna 
pass . . . no! It's a draw 
play-+ handoff to Dusty 
orderly. "Let's go calm him him 'Mister Magic.' That's 
down, Bob." what he was . . . magic." 
The pair of white-jacketed "Why did he get so excited 
orderlies raced over to the about that fumble?" 
old man and grasped him by questioned the intern. 
the arms. "Mr. Satler, "He's always been that 
you've got to calm down," way," answered Docfor 
said the first orderly gently. Jarvis tersely. "He's got 
"You'll excite the other this thing about fumbles. 
patients. " lhey drive him berserk. 1 
"Ahhhhhhh," hollered "One time he was in the , 
Satler. "He fumbled! He dining room and old Mrs. 
fumbled "C'mon, !" Mr. Satler. Let's 
Griffin Well. that dropped old man her jumped tray.
take you inside for your out of his chair, fell on B e  
shot," suggested the orderly. tray and yelled, 'Fumble ! 
As the orderly led the Fumble! I've got it!" * 
sobbing old man inside for "What made him like 
his medication, the large that?" inquired the in- 
bold orange lettering on the with a confused look on @ 
-. back of his windbreaker face. f- 
became visible to the "His last game," I$- 
gathering crowd of plained Doctor Jarvis, '% 
onlookers. 1928. Central City wak 
"Mister Magic," read an playing its archriv4; 
intern curiously. "What does Eastside. The Bombers we@ 
that mean, Doctor Jarvis?" down by four points ai@ 
"You must be new here, there wasn't enough time l@ 
son," replied the stern-faced to do anything. p Jarvis. "Everybody knows "My father told me a* 
Mister "Well, Magic." I don't," shot back it," "Every continued man in the J a r v q  stap,i&
the intern. "Who is that old was on his feet. And n o w t  
goat ? " was yelling . . . it was ju$- 
"That old goat as  you call quiet. 3 
him was the greatest footbalk "That's when they g a s  
player who ever played for the ball to Mister Magic. E& 
Central City;" grumbled blasted toward the mid=- 
b c t o r  Jarvis. "He was the butnthe hole was plugged. 
Bombers' fullback in the late stepped backward, stop 3 
'20s, and there wasn't for a moment and darted i$ 
nobody that could stop him. the outside. - : 2, 
"Why, he was the fastest "He was outrunning, 
fullback you've ever seen, everybody. He had a c k 3  
Springfield. . . He's broken boy. That's why they called (kr page 81 :*. free!He'sgoing ... tothe40. ' b  I 
. . the 30 . . . he's got one last 
tackle to break . . . 
"He's gone! " screamed the 
announcer wildly. "He's to 
the 1 0 . .  . the f ive. .  .Oh! 
Fumble! I can't believe it! A -  
He fumbled the ball away! 
"With nobody near him, 
Dusty Springfield fumbled 
the ball away! It's all over," 
gasped the announcer. 
The old man suddenly 
leaped up from his rdc@g 
chair and flung his radio to 
the ground. Yelling ' in- 
coherently, he proceeded. to 
trample the radio into little 
bits. 
"It's Mister Satler 
again," moaned a nearby 
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': Dance Contests 9; : S*! Coming Through . 3 
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@ 
1 st- '75.00 'a' Pat Clements bulls his way through leading rusher after four gaxfk?s this season. The Jax ' 
the Celonel defense in last year's JSU-Nicholls State State crew will meet UT-Chattanooga in a 6:30 
, : 'a: game. The sophomore tailback is the Gamecocks' showdown Satarday night in Chattanooga. • 2nd- $50.00 -* -. 
m 
6 .  
* 
- <-. 
' Phi Beta Lambda Gives Invitation • .e Plus Additional Prizes P' . 4- 
The JSU Chapter of Phi students to join its scheduled for the remainder (he of these events 9 : 4! 3 
Beta Lambda is extending arganization and participate of the falI semester and the the Annual llance Marathon. .- 2: 
an invitation to all business in the many events entire spring semester. Ihe neR meeting has been Finalist BQdl we& will compete in "bnce O f f "  for Cirad b e .  f . 
I changed from Oct. 5 to Oct. 1 12, at 6:30 in the Roun- f *- I Poly-Cotton Blend 
FLANNEL s .  
SHIRTS 
ONLY $549 
EVERY BODY'S 
CLOTH tNG 
I dhouse. w PBL is the national Thursdav wganization for all students 
inbost-secondary schools : 
and colleges interested in 
business careers. The 
fraternity strives to prepare 
its members for careers in : 
b u s i n e s s ,  b u s i n e s s  
educaticm, or secretarial 
Coming Thurs. Oct. 12 
programs. Its chief goal is to ELI r develop competent and a aggressive business leaders. a. : One Night Only Fred Pearson 
President of Phi Beta 
Cover $2.00 i 
